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Abstract. To investigate the sensitivity of evaporation to changing longwave radiation we developed a new experimental 

facility that locates a shallow water bath at the base of an insulated wind tunnel with evaporation measured using an accurate 10 

digital balance. The new facility has the unique ability to impose variations in the incoming longwave radiation at the water 

surface whilst holding the air temperature, humidity and wind speed in the wind tunnel at fixed values. The underlying 

scientific aim is to isolate the effect of a change in the incoming longwave radiation on both evaporation and surface 

temperature. In this initial paper we describe the configuration and operation of the system and outline the experimental design 

and approach. We then evaluate the thermodynamic properties of the new system and demonstrate that the evaporation, air 15 

temperature, humidity and wind speed are measured with sufficient precision to support the scientific aims. We find that the 

shallow water bath naturally adopts a steady state temperature that closely approximates the thermodynamic wet bulb 

temperature. 

1 Introduction 

The Earth’s climate system is in some sense like a giant heat engine with water evaporating at the relatively warm surface and 20 

condensing at a relatively colder altitude in the atmosphere. With water the dominant surface cover on the planet, the water 

cycle emerges as a central component of both the thermodynamics and dynamics of the climate system (Peixoto and Oort, 

1992; Pierrehumbert, 2010). Traditionally, the evaporation of water at the surface has been described using bulk-formulae with 

the evaporation held to depend on the difference in specific humidity between the (saturated) surface and (sub-saturated) 

atmosphere, the wind speed and a transfer coefficient (WMO, 1977; Monteith and Unsworth, 2008). The use of bulk-formulae 25 

requires measurement of the surface temperature to specify the specific humidity at the (near-saturated) surface. On that 

approach, it is straight-forward, in principle at least, to conduct experiments using a controlled wind tunnel to measure the 

evaporation from a water body as a function of surface temperature, specific humidity in the adjacent air and the wind speed. 

It is also possible to use comprehensive field measurements to derive bulk-formulae for evaporation (e.g., Penman, 1948; 
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Thom et al., 1981; Lim et al., 2012). The same approach can be used to derive bulk-formulae for sensible heat transfer with 30 

the gradient given by the difference in temperature between the water surface and overlying air (WMO, 1977).  

 

 

Figure 1: Characteristic penetration depth of radiation into liquid water at different wavelengths (Irvine and Pollack, 1968; Hale 
and Querry, 1973). Shaded regions highlight the shortwave (here taken as 0.3-1.6 m) and longwave (here taken as 8-14 m) regions 35 
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Note the log-scale (y-axis). 

 

The bulk-formulae approach, sometimes also called the mass transfer approach, does not explicitly consider the radiative 

fluxes. Indeed it has long been standard practice to ignore the radiative fluxes when the bulk-formula are derived (e.g., see 

Chapter 6 in Incropera et al, 2017). However, one can construct a comprehensive energy budget for a water surface by 40 

combining the above-noted latent (i.e., proportional to evaporation) and sensible heat fluxes with the incoming and outgoing 

shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes and by also including energy storage in the water body. Importantly, clear liquid 

water is relatively transparent to shortwave radiation with a characteristic e-folding absorption depth (i.e., depth at which 1/e 

(~ 37%) of the incident radiation remains) of order 40 m at a wavelength of 0.5 m (Fig. 1). In contrast, longwave radiation 

has a characteristic e-folding absorption depth of only 16  10-6 m at a wavelength of 10 m that is 6 orders of magnitude 45 

smaller than for shortwave radiation (Fig. 1). It follows that most of the emitted longwave radiation must also emanate from 

the same 10-20 m depth. With liquid (and solid) water having an emissivity (and hence longwave absorption) close to unity, 

we anticipate that longwave radiation must impact the near-surface (i.e., within 10-20 m) energy balance on almost 

instantaneous time scales. To give a numerical example, assume the global annual average incoming longwave radiation at the 

surface of ~ 342 W m-2 (Wild et al., 2013) were to be completely absorbed in the top 20 m of the ocean. Without any other 50 

heat transfer, this thin layer of water would warm by around 4C every second. Of course this warming rate is not observed 

which by itself implies a very efficient means of shedding that heat (by evaporation, sensible heat and outgoing longwave 

radiation) into the atmosphere (Monteith and Unsworth, 2008) and/or by conductive/convective fluxes into the interior of the 

ocean (Saunders, 1967; McAlister and McLeish, 1969). In summary there are numerous complex exchanges of heat and mass 
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happening within 10-20 m of the ocean surface (Saunders, 1967; McAlister and McLeish, 1969; Woolf et al., 2016; Wong 55 

and Minnett, 2018). We speculate that any imbalance between the incoming and outgoing longwave radiation is likely to 

immediately influence the evaporative flux because those exchanges are confined to very small distances from the surface. 

 

As noted previously, mass transfer formulations for evaporation are usually derived experimentally using measurements of 

surface and air temperature, air humidity and wind speed but traditionally they have not directly consider the longwave 60 

radiative fluxes. We expect that a bulk formulae for evaporation from a water body could ignore the incoming and outgoing 

longwave radiative fluxes when they were equal because they would cancel. However, under the more common conditions, 

the incoming and outgoing longwave radiative fluxes would not cancel and would be potentially important for evaporation 

because those longwave fluxes would lead to a near-immediate response since they occur only a small (10-20 μm) distance 

from the surface. Indeed, previous theoretical and laboratory-based research has confirmed that any difference between 65 

incoming and outgoing longwave radiative fluxes must be considered an important part of the evaporative bulk formulae 

(Nunez and Sparrow, 1988; Sparrow and Nunez, 1988). The implication here is that the formulation of existing bulk-formulae 

for evaporation (and by inference also for sensible heat) may need to be re-considered to directly include the potentially 

important influence of longwave radiation on evaporation. Besides the above-noted Nunez-Sparrow study, we are not aware 

of any other experimental work on this topic. 70 

 

To support an investigation of bulk-formulae we sought to develop a new experimental system that could measure and/or 

control the traditional variables considered in mass transfer studies of evaporation (surface temperature, humidity and 

temperature of the adjacent air, wind speed). The unique feature is an augmented capability to independently vary the incoming 

longwave radiation at the water surface whilst holding the other variables fixed. The scientific rationale of this approach was 75 

to isolate the effect of a change in the incoming longwave radiation on both evaporation and surface temperature. The overall 

project proved to be complex because it involved both radiative and thermodynamic phenomena. In this first paper we describe 

the experimental wind tunnel and present our evaluation of the overall thermodynamic behaviour of the system. A forthcoming 

companion paper will describe and evaluate the radiative aspects of the experimental wind tunnel. The current paper is set out 

as follows. In section 2 we describe both the design and operation of the experimental wind tunnel. In section 3 we describe 80 

the thermodynamic behaviour of the experimental wind tunnel and in section 4 we show that the shallow water bath at the 

centre of the wind tunnel naturally adopts a steady state temperature that closely approximates the theoretical thermodynamic 

wet bulb temperature. In section 5 we discuss the results and make an overall assessment of the thermodynamic performance 

of the new wind tunnel facility. 
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2 Design and Operation 85 

In this section we describe the configuration (section 2.1) and operation of the wind tunnel (section 2.2) and conclude with a 

description of the experimental design (section 2.3). 

2.1 Configuration of the wind tunnel 

 

Figure 2: Photograph of the wind tunnel in the temperature controlled room of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory. Key 90 
numbers as follows: [1] Water bath and digital balance (AND Corporation: Model GX-6100); [2] Variable speed fan; [3] Thermal 
camera (FLIR: Model E50); [4] Camera Spot (used for thermal camera calibration); [5] Radiator (for air temperature control); [6] 
Constant temperature water bath (Julabo: Model PP50); [7] Humidity/Temperature sensor (for measuring tunnel air, VAISALA: 
Model HMP140); [8] Humidity/Temperature sensor (for measuring laboratory air, VAISALA: Model HMP140); [9] Temperature 
sensor (thermistor for measuring tunnel air, Thermometrics NTC: Model FP07DA103N ); [10] Vapour source (humidifier for 95 
humidity control of tunnel air); [11] Digital controller. 

 

After several initial attempts with various configurations the final wind tunnel layout is shown in Fig. 2 with a simplified 

schematic in Fig. 3. The wind tunnel was constructed of closed cell foam (density of 60 kg m-3, cross section of 300  300 

mm, 2550 mm total length) located on a laboratory bench with a recirculating flow of air passed through heating duct located 100 

under the bench. During experiments the wind speed was set using a variable speed fan located in series along the heating duct 

(see [2] in Fig. 2) and measured using a hot wire anemometer (Sierra Instruments: Model No. 600, not visible in Fig. 2; U in 

Fig. 3). The same closed cell foam material was used to construct a shallow water bath (diameter 200 mm, 8 mm depth, see 
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[1] in Fig. 2) that sat on a digital balance. The shallow water bath and the base of the tunnel elsewhere were painted using 

commercial waterproof paint (longwave emissivity ~ 1, results not shown) to ensure the surface was impermeable to water. 105 

The rate of change of the mass of water was used to measure the evaporation rate from the shallow water bath (E in Fig. 3). 

To calibrate the incoming longwave radiation at the water surface, the shallow water bath could be removed and replaced by 

a radiometer (Kipp and Zonen: Model CNR1 net radiometer) that was custom mounted onto a closed cell foam base so that 

the centre of the longwave sensor was at the same horizontal and vertical position as the centre of the water surface in the 

shallow water bath. During routine evaporation experiments, the radiometer was located in the laboratory (but outside the 110 

tunnel) and used to measure the incoming longwave radiation at the top of the outer film (Ri,F2 in Fig. 3). 

 

Figure 3: Schematic drawing showing the measured properties () and fluxes () in the wind tunnel facility. See main text 
for details. 

 115 

Two thermocouples (Thermocouples Direct: Model KM1(118)0.25x250) were inserted into the shallow water bath to measure 

the bulk (liquid) water temperature. The ‘high’ sensor was located 5 mm from the bottom (TBH in Fig. 3) and the ‘low’ sensor 

was located 1 mm from the bottom (TBL in Fig. 3) of the shallow water bath. The design intent was for the base of the shallow 

water bath to form a ‘no heat flux’ condition (i.e., an adiabatic lower boundary). By measuring the temperature in the closed 

cell foam below the shallow water bath using a temperature probe during typical experiments (results not shown) we concluded 120 

that the design intent was achieved because of the excellent insulation properties of the closed cell foam. Directly above the 

shallow water bath we located a removable PVC frame (730 mm length) covered by two layers of polyethylene (i.e., plastic) 

film (Fig. 2) enclosing a 10 mm air gap between them, with each film being 0.022 mm thick. The use of two layers of film 

allowed us to avoid condensation of water onto the film (see discussion in section 2.3). We placed silica gel desiccant beads 
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in the air gap to further avoid condensation. Above the PVC frame (and outside the film) we located a thermal camera (see [3] 125 

in Fig. 2) to measure the surface (skin) temperature of water during evaporation experiments (TS in Fig. 3). On the downstream 

side of the shallow water bath we installed a small circular copper plate (the ‘spot’, see [4] in Fig. 2) painted with commercial 

paint (longwave emissivity ~ 1, results not shown) to assist with calibration of the thermal camera (FLIR: Model E50, see [3] 

in Fig. 2). The copper ‘spot’ (~ 1 mm thick) was clearly visible in the thermal imagery and we drilled a hole and inserted a 

thermocouple (Thermocouples Direct: Model KM1(118)1.0x250) into the underside of the copper ‘spot’ to assist with 130 

calibration of the thermal camera measurements. As described below, the temperature, humidity and wind speed of air within 

the tunnel could all be held fixed at user-defined levels. By locating the entire wind tunnel facility within a temperature 

controlled room (length 6700 mm, width 4600 mm, height 3000 mm) within the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory we 

were able to vary the incoming longwave radiation arriving at the top of the plastic film (Ri,F2 in Fig. 3) by changing the air 

temperature (TL in Fig. 3) – and thus the temperature of all surfaces – in the room. By this design we were able to change the 135 

incoming longwave radiation arriving at the top of the film independently of the air temperature, humidity and wind speed 

within the tunnel. Note that the incoming longwave radiation at the top of the film (Ri,F2 in Fig. 3) is effectively the blackbody 

radiation emitted by the walls of the temperature controlled room. 

 

In more detail, the air temperature in the tunnel was controlled using a commercial radiator installed within the tunnel (see [5] 140 

in Fig. 2) and connected via a recirculating flow to an external constant temperature water bath (see [6] in Fig. 2). As the air 

stream moved through the constant temperature radiator, heat conduction ensured the air temperature in the tunnel rapidly 

equilibrated with the radiator temperature. We measured the temperature and humidity of the air stream after it had passed 

through the radiator (see [7] in Fig. 2; TAU and qA in Fig. 3). Following that the air was passed through a block of plastic straws 

of cross section of 300  300 mm and length of 150 mm with each individual straw in the block having a diameter of 4 mm. 145 

This block, commonly known as a ‘laminarizer’ (e.g., Huang et al., 2017) engineered a near-laminar flow of air (verified using 

smoke experiments, results not shown) over the shallow water bath. The air temperature was measured downstream of the 

shallow water bath (see [9] in Fig. 2; TAD in Fig. 3). Finally, we measured the temperature and specific humidity of air in the 

laboratory (external to the tunnel) (see [8] in Fig. 2; TL and qL in Fig. 3). The humidity sensors (see [7] and [8] in Fig. 2; and 

respectively qA and qL in Fig. 3) measured the relative humidity and this was converted to specific humidity by assuming the 150 

moist air to be an ideal gas with the total air pressure set to 1 bar (i.e., the climatological average for Canberra, Australia). 

Although not discussed in detail here (see the forthcoming radiative paper), for completeness we also note the measurement 

of the ‘skin’ temperature of water at the surface of the shallow water bath (TS in Fig. 3) using the thermal camera (see [3] in 

Fig. 2). 

  155 

All sensors were connected to a digital sampling system (see [11] in Fig. 2) that was interfaced to a standard digital computer 

with all data sampling and acquisition controlled using the LabVIEW (National Instruments Corporation) software package. 

The one exception was the thermal camera which was operated independently using instrument-specific software available 
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(by purchase) from the manufacturer. In post-processing, the thermal camera measurements of surface temperature were 

merged into the experimental database using time stamps embedded within both data streams. 160 

2.2 Operation of the wind tunnel 

During experiments both the air temperature and wind speed in the tunnel proved relatively easy to control. The most 

challenging variable to control was the humidity of air within the tunnel. The experiments were designed so that the pre-

determined specific humidity of the tunnel air generally exceeded that in the laboratory which required the addition of water 

vapour to the tunnel air to arrive at the pre-determined humidity. For that purpose, we used an independently controlled 165 

electrical heater element immersed in a water bath to generate warm water vapour that could be vented into the tunnel on 

demand (see [10] in Fig. 2). Occasionally we would overshoot the pre-determined specific humidity of the tunnel air and we 

used a condenser to remove excess water vapour. For that we installed a temperature-controlled copper plate on the base of 

the tunnel (not visible but located downstream of [10] in Fig. 2). The copper plate was connected to another constant 

temperature water bath (again not visible but of the same type as [6] in Fig. 2) that recirculated water through a network of 170 

channels within the copper plate. By cooling the copper plate as required we were able to engineer a cold surface onto which 

excess water vapour could be condensed and routed to an external drain on demand. 

 

Typical operations would begin each day by filling the shallow water bath to a pre-determined mass (we used ~ 250 ( 25) g 

of water and equivalent to ~ 8 mm water depth) and by allowing the externally controlled radiator (see [5] and [6] in Fig. 2) to 175 

come to a steady state temperature. Each of the numerous temperature sensors were then checked against the portable 

laboratory reference (HART Scientific: Model 1521) and any necessary (minor) offset adjustments made within the LabVIEW 

control software. During the experiments all data elements were sampled at 30 Hz and then averaged to successive 10 second 

time steps within the LabVIEW control software. The same sampling protocol was used for the thermal imagery. 

2.3 Experimental design 180 

As part of the overall experimental program, we conducted evaporation sub-experiments at ten pre-determined combinations 

of air temperature and specific humidity (Fig. 4). The original aim was to sample a regular grid of temperature (15, 25, 35, 45 

C) and specific humidity (5, 15, 25, 35 g kg-1) co-ordinates in the sub-saturated part of the phase diagram. The lower bound 

for the specific humidity was increased from 5 to 7 g kg-1 to avoid (where possible) circumstances where moisture had to be 

extracted from air in the tunnel. To ensure reliable surface temperature measurements using the thermal camera we avoided 185 

experiments where condensate formed on the film. The main problem with condensate is that liquid water droplets absorb 

most of the incoming longwave radiation (e.g., Fig. 1) but re-emit longwave radiation at the local water droplet temperature 

which interfered with the thermal camera measurements. We were unable to complete the 35C and 25 g kg-1 sub-experiment 

due to condensation occasionally forming on the interior film at the highest wind speed. Instead we completed that sub-
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experiment at 35C and 20 g kg-1 (Fig. 4). The same situation also occurred for the highest humidity attempted at 45C and 190 

we completed that sub-experiment at a combination of 45C and 30 g kg-1 (Fig. 4). The experiment at 45C and 7 g kg-1 was 

completed but unfortunately failed a subsequent quality control check. 

 

Figure 4: The nine combinations of air temperature and specific humidity () used in the final evaporation experiments. 
The full line denotes the liquid-vapour phase boundary (i.e., saturation curve, total pressure of 1 bar) computed using an 195 
empirical equation (Huang, 2018). The three grey dots () highlight experiments that were attempted but not satisfactorily 
completed. 

 

At each of the nine air temperature-specific humidity combinations (Fig. 4) we varied the wind speed over five discrete steps 

(0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 m s-1). To control the incoming longwave radiation at the top of the film (Ri,F2 in Fig. 3) we set the 200 

laboratory air temperature on the room controller to be either 19C which we denoted the ‘Ambient’ condition or to 31C 

which we denoted the ‘Forced’ condition. A change between the ‘Ambient’ and ‘Forced’ condition took several hours to 

equilibrate within the temperature-controlled room and was usually completed overnight. The typical procedure for a given 
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incoming longwave forcing and air temperature-specific humidity combination in the tunnel was to begin at a wind speed of 

0.5 m s-1 (or sometimes 4 m s-1) and then wait for the steady state condition (typically an hour or so, see the following section) 205 

before changing to the next wind speed and so on. Typically (but not always), we could complete the experiments for the five 

pre-determined wind speeds at a given temperature-specific humidity combination within a single day. In total, the 

experimental program generated 90 individual ‘steady state’ results (i.e., 9 air temperature-specific humidity combinations  

5 wind speeds  2 incoming longwave conditions). Experiments are named using the nomenclature Forcing-T-q-U. For 

example Ambient-T15-q7-U2 is an experiment done using the Ambient forcing (i.e., laboratory air temperature ~ 19C) with 210 

target tunnel conditions at 15C and 7 g kg-1 with wind speed of 2 m s-1. The nomenclature Forced-T15-q7-U2 refers to the 

same conditions but with laboratory air temperature set to 31C. 

3 Thermodynamic Evaluation 

In this section we describe the approach to steady state (section 3.1) and characterise the variability in key measured variables 

once at steady state (section 3.2). We conclude the section with a brief overview of the response of latent heat flux (i.e., the 215 

evaporative flux) and bulk water temperature to wind speed that is required to understand the overall context of the experiments 

(section 3.3). 

3.1 The approach to steady state 

We conducted two (related) experiments to demonstrate the approach to steady state under the same conditions (tunnel air 

temperature of 35C, specific humidity of 25 g kg-1 and wind speed of 2 m s-1). Figure 5 depicts the first experiment. The mean 220 

air temperature in the laboratory was ~ 19C (i.e., the ‘Ambient’ condition) and varied with an amplitude of ~ 1C over a 

period that was ~ 900 s (i.e., 15 mins) in this example (Fig. 5a). This periodic variation was a consequence of the cooling 

control system deployed in the temperature controlled laboratory whose settings could not be altered. The period also varied 

with the external weather conditions. Despite that periodicity, the air temperature in the tunnel was controlled within a much 

tighter range and was held close to the target temperature of 35C (TAU, TAD in Fig. 5a). Similarly, the specific humidity of air 225 

in the laboratory also showed the same periodic behaviour (period ~ 900 s, see qL in Fig. 5c), but again, the specific humidity 

of air in the tunnel was controlled within a much tighter range (qA, Fig. 5c). The incoming longwave radiation at the top of the 

tunnel was measured using the radiometer (Ri,F2, Fig. 5e) and also varied over the same 900 s period. The direct measurement 

of Ri,F2 was very close to the theoretical black body radiation at the temperature of the laboratory air as expected (see blue line 

in Fig. 5e).  230 
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Figure 5: An experimental demonstration of the approach to steady state. The experiment began with water at 15C in the 
shallow water bath (TBH, TBL in (a)) with target conditions for air in the tunnel set to Ambient-T35-q25-U2. The plots 
document the approach to steady state (4500-6500 s) for the evolution of (a) temperature of air in the tunnel (TAU (black), 
TAD (blue)), temperature of water in the shallow water bath (TBH (black), TBL (blue)) and temperature of air in the 235 
laboratory (TL), (b) mass of water in shallow water bath with calculated rate of change (via linear regression) and the 
associated latent heat flux (LE), (c) specific humidity of air in the tunnel (qA) and in the laboratory (qL), (d) wind speed (U) 
and (e) the measured incoming longwave radiation at the top of tunnel (Ri,F2) compared with theoretical black body 
radiation at laboratory air temperature (TL, blue). The numbers on each panel indicate the steady state averages ( 1sd).  
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 240 

Figure 6: Same as Figure 5 but starting with water at 45C in the shallow water bath.  

 

Of most interest here is the approach to steady state in terms of the evaporation (Fig. 5b) and the water temperature in the 

shallow water bath (Fig. 5a). Note that this first experiment was initialised with ~ 15C water in the shallow water bath (Fig. 

5a, TBH, TBL). Inspection of Fig. 5a shows that the temperature of water in the shallow water bath increased at an exponentially 245 
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decreasing rate towards a steady state some 4500 s from the beginning. Concurrently, with the initial conditions having colder 

water in the shallow water bath (15C) than in the tunnel air (35C), the initial evaporation rate was negative (i.e., condensation 

occurred) for the first 1500 s with a steady state evaporation rate being reached around 3000 s after the beginning of the 

experiment. We repeatedly observed that the time taken to reach a steady state for evaporation was somewhat shorter than the 

time taken for the temperature of bulk water in the shallow water bath to reach steady state. Once at steady state, we calculated 250 

averages for all variables using the same user-specified time interval. Recall that the instruments were all sampled at 30 Hz 

and then averaged to successive 10 s periods. Hence for this example experiment, the steady state average was calculated using 

201 samples (i.e., (6500-4500)/10 + 1) and the standard deviation was also calculated using those same 201 samples.  

 

Once at steady state, the bulk water in the shallow water bath had a near-uniform temperature as anticipated (TBH and TBL in 255 

Fig. 5a). Accordingly, we characterised the steady state water bath temperature (TB in Fig. 3) as the average over the two 

depths. In this particular experiment we note that the steady state air temperature in the tunnel was slightly warmer in the 

upstream location (TAU) relative to the downstream location (TAD) (Fig. 5a). This was expected since the upstream air was 

closer to the radiator with the air then passing through the non-insulated part of the tunnel (i.e., the part covered with plastic 

film above the shallow water bath, see Fig. 3) before entering the insulated tunnel again where the downstream air temperature 260 

was measured (TAD in Fig. 4). We consistently found that the upstream tunnel air (TAU) was slightly warmer (colder) than the 

downstream tunnel air (TAD) when the air in the tunnel was warmer (colder) than air in the laboratory (TL) (results not shown). 

In other words, the part of the wind tunnel directly below the film was not quite adiabatic (because of the design). With that 

understanding we characterised the steady state tunnel air temperature immediately above the shallow water bath (TA in Fig. 

3) as the average of the measured upstream and downstream values. 265 

 

We repeated the first experiment but this time we placed water at an initial temperature of ~ 45C in the shallow water bath 

(Fig. 6). This second experiment shows that the initial evaporation rate was greater than the final steady state evaporation rate 

(Fig. 6b) while the water in the shallow bath progressively cooled to a final steady state temperature reached some 4000 s after 

the beginning of the experiment (Fig. 6a). Again, the temperature of bulk water in the shallow water bath was uniform at steady 270 

state to within measurement uncertainty (TBH and TBL in Fig. 6a). Importantly, the final steady state water bath temperature 

was more or less the same (Fig. 6a; TB = 29.14 (0.06) C) as in the earlier experiment (Fig. 5a; TB = 28.94 (0.07) C) despite 

the initial temperature of water in the shallow water bath being very different. Similarly, the steady state latent heat flux was 

also the same (Fig. 6b; LE = 40.17 (0.17) W m-2) as in the earlier experiment (Fig. 5b; 39.94 (0.29) W m-2). We show later 

(section 4) that the water bath has a preferred steady state temperature that is more or less equivalent to the thermodynamic 275 

wet bulb temperature. 
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3.2 Variability during steady state conditions 

 

Figure 7: Steady state variability of six key variables. Histograms show the steady state standard deviation over all 90 
experiments (i.e., 9 air temperature-specific humidity combinations  5 wind speeds  2 incoming longwave conditions) for 280 
air temperature in the (a) laboratory (TL) and the (b) wind tunnel (TA), specific humidity of air in the (c) laboratory (qL) 
and the (d) wind tunnel (qA), (e) average bulk water temperature in the shallow water bath (TB) and the (f) wind speed (U). 

 

The precision of the measurements depends on the intrinsic characteristics of the instruments and temporal variability during 

the designated steady state period. Over all 90 experiments, the length of the steady state period varied from 850 to 3300 s (~ 285 

14 to 55 minutes). To minimise the impact of the periodic variation in TL (Fig. 5a, 6a) we (visually) selected the steady state 

period to be an integer multiple of the period wherever possible (e.g., Figs 5 and 6). Overall we found temporal variability 

during the steady state period to be the dominant source of uncertainty in the steady state averages. To summarise that 

uncertainty, we show the steady state standard deviation for six key variables across all of the 90 evaporation experiments 

(Fig. 7). The larger range in standard deviation for the steady state temperature of laboratory air (TL, Fig. 7a) compared to that 290 
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for the tunnel air (TA, Fig. 7b) and the water bath (TB, Fig. 7e) is consistent with the more tightly controlled conditions within 

the wind tunnel relative to the surrounding laboratory. The same held for humidity with the steady state standard deviation of 

the specific humidity of laboratory air (qL, Fig. 7c) being substantially larger than for the tunnel air (qA, Fig. 7d). For most 

experiments (88 out of 90) the steady state standard deviation for tunnel air specific humidity (qA, Fig. 7d) was less than 0.5 g 

kg-1. However, for two experiments under very extreme conditions (i.e., the highest temperature, specific humidity and wind 295 

speed combination) we experienced considerable difficulty in controlling the specific humidity (Ambient-T45-q25-U4, (qA) 

= 0.90 g kg-1; Ambient-T45-q30-U4, (qA) = 0.73 g kg-1). Despite numerous attempts we were unable to decrease the steady 

state standard deviation for those two experiments. The wind speed remained very tightly controlled (Fig. 7f).  

 

 300 

Figure 8: Magnitude and uncertainty for the key thermodynamic fluxes. Steady state averages for (a) latent heat flux (LE) 
and (b) incoming longwave radiation at the top of the film (Ri,F2) along with the respective steady state standard deviations 
(c) (LE) and (d) (Ri,F2). 

 

A summary for the key thermodynamic fluxes is shown in Fig. 8. Over all 90 experiments the steady state LE varied from 2.1 305 

to 465.6 W m-2 (Fig. 8a) while the standard deviation for LE was less than 2.6 W m-2 and for three-quarters of the data it was 
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less than 1 W m-2 (Fig. 8c). The incoming longwave radiation at the top of the film was either ~ 415 W m-2 (blackbody at the 

ambient TL of 19C) or ~ 485 W m-2 (blackbody at the forced TL of 31C) (Fig. 8b) while the overall steady state standard 

deviation ranged from 1.2 to 4.2 W m-2 (Fig. 8d). 

 310 

A very general overview of variability during the steady state period can be obtained by calculating the rate of heat storage 

(i.e., enthalpy flux) in the shallow water bath. We calculate the change in enthalpy of the water mass in the bath over the steady 

state time period using the difference between the averages of the last ten temperature measurements and the first ten 

measurements. Dividing that enthalpy difference by the steady state time period and by the surface area of the water surface 

we have the equivalent rate of heat storage in the shallow water bath denoted G (with units of W m-2). Note that a perfect 315 

steady state condition would have G equal to zero. Over all 90 experiments, G ranges from -5.0 to +3.4 W m-2 with an overall 

mean of zero (Fig. 9).  

 

 

Figure 9: Histogram of the rate of enthalpy storage in the shallow water bath over the steady state period (G).  320 
 

 

3.3 Response of latent heat flux and bulk water temperature to wind speed 
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 325 

Figure 10: Response of the steady state (a) latent heat flux (LE) and (b) water temperature in the shallow water bath (TB) 
to wind speed (U) in two typical evaporation experiments. The error bars denote 2sd (i.e., 95% confidence interval). 

 

One key aspect of the experiment was to document how the (steady state) evaporation rate and bulk water temperature in the 

shallow water bath responded to wind speed. To gain an initial overview we use data from two laboratory experiments (Fig. 330 

10). Briefly, the latent heat flux (and hence evaporation rate) increased substantially with wind speed (Fig. 10a) in all 

experiments. However, to zeroth order, the steady state bulk water temperature did not respond appreciably to variations to 

wind speed and hence did not respond strongly to changes in evaporation (Fig. 10b). In more detail, for some experiments 

(depending on the temperature-specific humidity combination) we found TB to be relatively insensitive to U (Fig. 10b, 

Ambient-T45-q15) while for other experiments we found a slight cooling of TB with U (Fig. 10b, Ambient-T15-q7). Other 335 

experiments (shown later in Fig. 12) showed a slight warming of TB with U. The main point being that the latent heat flux 
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increased markedly with U (as expected) but the bulk temperature in the shallow water bath was more or less independent of 

U. This finding will be discussed in more detail in the following section. 

4 Comparison with the thermodynamic wet bulb temperature 

In this section we describe the calculation of wet bulb temperature (section 4.1) followed by a comparison of the temperature 340 

of the shallow water bath with the thermodynamic wet bulb temperature (section 4.2).  

4.1 Calculating the thermodynamic wet bulb temperature 

The concept of the wet bulb temperature assumes a closed adiabatic system containing moist air and a source of liquid water. 

In the adiabatic enclosure, the heat required to change the moisture content of the air (i.e., latent heat) is taken as sensible heat 

from the moist air but the sum of the latent and sensible heat remains constant (Monteith and Unsworth, 2008).  Hence any 345 

increase (decrease) in moisture content results in a decrease (increase) in air temperature but the overall enthalpy remains 

constant. The theoretical wet bulb temperature (TW) is the temperature when the moist air becomes saturated under the adiabatic 

constraint. Using e (Pa) as the symbol for vapour pressure, the usual relation between the measured dry bulb air temperature 

(TA) and vapour pressure (eA) and the theoretical wet bulb temperature (TW) is given by (Monteith and Unsworth, 2008), 

𝑒 =  𝑒 + 𝛾(𝑇 − 𝑇 ) ,         (1) 350 

with eW (Pa) the saturation vapour pressure at TW (i.e., eW = esat(TW)) and the (so-called) psychrometer constant  (Pa K-1) given 

by, 

𝛾 =
 

  
  .          (2) 

with P the total air pressure, cP the specific heat of air,  the ratio of the molecular mass of water to air (~ 0.622) and L the 

latent heat of vaporisation. In many practical applications the specific heat is often taken as that for dry air but the theory 355 

requires the integrals to be taken over the actual (moist) air (Monteith and Unsworth, 2008; Greenspan and Wexler, 1968). 

With the specific heat for moist air slightly larger than for dry air and L declining slightly with temperature, the numerical 

value for  at a total pressure of 1 bar is 66 Pa K-1 at 15C. At 45C in completely dry air  is 68 Pa K-1 and increases to 71 Pa 

K-1 in saturated air (Fig. A1, Appendix A). The results presented here are not especially sensitive to this numerical value and 

we use a constant value for  (= 68 Pa K-1) for all subsequent calculations in this paper. To compute TW we adopt a recently 360 

developed empirical formula for the saturation vapour pressure as a function of temperature (Huang, 2018) and used a 

numerical iteration technique to solve Eqn (1). 

4.2 Comparing the thermodynamic wet bulb with the bulk water temperature 

We first calculate TW for each of the nine temperature-humidity combinations using experiments conducted under ambient 

conditions at a wind speed of 2 m s-1 (Fig. 11). It is immediately clear that the steady state bulk water temperature is very 365 
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similar to the theoretical thermodynamic wet bulb temperature in all experiments. The difference between TB and TW varies 

from -1.3C to 1.3C and is on average (= -0.3C) very close to zero. Differences between TW and TB are expected, because as 

noted previously, the experimental system was not designed to be adiabatic, i.e., it has a (non-adiabatic) plastic film section 

that allows us to change the incoming longwave radiation independently of conditions inside the tunnel. In more detail, it is 

also clear from Fig. 11 that for very low TB (e.g. TB ~ 13C) we typically have TB > TW while the opposite holds for the highest 370 

values of TB, i.e., TB < TW.  

 

 

Figure 11: Comparison of observed water bath temperature (TB) with the thermodynamic wet bulb temperature (TW). Plot uses all 
experimental data at a wind speed of 2 m s-1 under the ambient forcing (n = 9). TW is calculated from observations (TA, eA) using the 375 
assigned (adiabatic) slope (dashed line: -68 Pa K-1) per Eqn (1) with eW (= esat(TW)) the saturation vapour pressure. The full blue line 
links the observed air properties (TA, eA) with the observed bulk water temperature (TB) on the liquid-vapour saturation curve with 
eB (= esat(TB)) the saturation vapour pressure. The error bars denote 2sd (i.e., 95% confidence interval). Note that we use the same 
error bars for (TW, eW) as for (TA, eA). 
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 380 

 

Figure 12: Comparison of observed water bath temperature (TB) with the thermodynamic wet bulb temperature (TW). This 
is the same as Fig. 11 but now using all wind speeds (U = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 m s-1; see legend) under the ambient forcing (n = 45). 
TW is calculated from observations (TA, eA) at a wind speed of 2 m s-1 using the assigned (adiabatic) slope (dashed line: -68 
Pa K-1) per Eqn (1) with eW (= esat(TW)) the saturation vapour pressure. The full lines link the observed air properties (TA, 385 
eA) with the observed bulk water temperature (TB) on the liquid-vapour saturation curve with eB (= esat(TB)) the saturation 
vapour pressure. Error bars not shown for clarity. 

 

To investigate further, in Fig. 12 we show the same data as in Fig. 11 but now using all available wind speeds. Several important 

thermodynamic features are evident in Fig. 12. Firstly, the results confirm the previous statement that wind speed had little 390 

impact on the bulk water temperature. The largest variation in bulk water temperature with wind speed at a given T-q 

combination was ~ 2C at T15-q7 (Fig. 12) while for most sub-experiments the impact of wind speed on bulk water temperature 

was much smaller. Secondly, the spread of TA and especially eA data for a given sub-experiment documents the difficulty in 
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controlling the conditions in the tunnel. For example, for the T45-q25 experiment, the lines for different wind speeds are 

essentially parallel but all have a slightly different specific humidity, reflecting the difficulty we had in controlling the specific 395 

humidity in the tunnel. For that reason, when comparing the observed bulk water temperature with the calculated wet bulb 

temperature it is more relevant to compare the slopes both within and between sub-experiments. When averaged over all 

observations we report an average slope of -71 Pa K-1 that is very close to the theoretical adiabatic slope of -68 Pa K-1. This 

expanded plot also confirms the previously noted pattern that for very low TB (e.g. TB ~ 13C) we typically have TB > TW while 

the opposite holds for the highest values of TB, i.e., TB < TW. At intermediate values of TB there is very close agreement between 400 

TB and TW because TB is then closer to the external laboratory temperature (TL ~ 19C under ‘Ambient’ forcing) and the system 

more closely approximates an adiabatic enclosure. 

5 Discussion 

After much experience, we were able to operate the wind tunnel and achieve the target wind speed and air temperature for a 

given sub-experiment relatively easily. The precision of air and bulk water temperature measurements in the tunnel was 405 

typically better than 0.20C (1sd) (Fig. 7be). By comparison it was much harder to achieve a target humidity level (e.g., see 

the within-experiment scatter at the two highest humidity levels in Fig. 11). Despite the challenge of controlling the humidity 

of the tunnel air we were able to consistently measure the specific humidity with a precision better than 0.5 g kg-1 (1sd) (Fig. 

7d) in all but the most extreme conditions. At 1 bar total air pressure, 0.5 g kg-1 specific humidity is equivalent to a precision 

in the vapour pressure of 80 Pa (1sd). At 15C the sensitivity of saturated vapour pressure to temperature is 110 Pa K-1 rising 410 

to 494 Pa K-1 at 45C. Hence an uncertainty in vapour pressure of 80 Pa is equivalent to an uncertainty in the theoretical wet 

bulb temperature of between 0.2 to 0.7C (i.e., 80/494 to 80/110). With that we conclude that the overall uncertainty in the 

calculated wet bulb temperature is more determined by the precision of our humidity measurement than the air temperature 

measurement. This result is also clearly evident by close inspection of the error bars in Fig. 10. 

 415 

The theory used to define the wet bulb temperature here (Eqns 1 and 2) is based on concepts from classical equilibrium 

thermodynamics and the assumption of an adiabatic enclosure (Monteith and Unsworth, 2008). However, the wind tunnel 

experimental system described here is not an equilibrium system but instead operates at a steady state dis-equilibrium. The 

classical adiabatic saturation psychrometer also operates in a steady state dis-equilibrium and cools air by adding water 

(Greenspan and Wexler, 1968). Here we have essentially reversed that operation by holding the properties (temperature, 420 

specific humidity) of the tunnel air constant and thereby cooling the shallow bath of liquid water down to a steady state 

temperature that closely approximates the theoretical ‘equilibrium’ wet bulb temperature. More detailed theory is readily 

available to analyse our steady state dis-equilibrium system (Greenspan and Wexler, 1968; Wylie, 1979; Monteith and 

Unsworth, 2008) but that is not necessary here since our aim was not to have a perfect wet bulb thermometer. Instead we note 

that the upper film-covered surface is not strictly adiabatic because it allows longwave radiative exchange across the two film 425 
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layers. That radiative exchange does not by itself invalidate the adiabatic assumption because heat has to be absorbed by the 

air in the tunnel to violate the constraint. However, we do anticipate a very small absorption in the 300 mm high tunnel. A 

further consequence of the configuration is that (sensible) heat will be conducted between the air in the tunnel and in the 

laboratory across the two film layers. Those two modes of heat exchanges would violate the adiabatic assumption implicit in 

the definition of the thermodynamic wet bulb temperature and both modes of heat exchange will ultimately depend on the 430 

difference in air temperature between the tunnel and the laboratory.  

 

The ultimate aim of the experiment is to impose a longwave forcing that is independent of the conditions in the tunnel and to 

measure the response of evaporation (i.e., latent heat flux) and surface temperature to that longwave forcing. The difference 

between ‘Ambient’ (~ 19C) and ‘Forced’ (~ 31C) conditions is designed to impose a longwave forcing of roughly 70 W m-435 

2 at the top of the film (Fig. 8b). By comparison, the measurement uncertainty for the latent heat flux is better than 2.6 W m-2 

(1sd) and for three-quarters of the data it is better than 1 W m-2 (1sd) (Fig. 8c). Further, a formal assessment of the steady 

state criteria over all 90 experiments using the enthalpy storage rate had a broadly comparable result showing a range -5.0 to 

+3.4 W m-2 with an overall mean equal to zero (Fig. 9). At face value the available measurements are sufficiently precise for 

the aim of measuring the response of evaporation to the imposed longwave forcing.  The uncertainty in the incoming longwave 440 

radiation at the top of the film was reported here to be better than 4 W m-2 (Fig. 8d). That value was calculated directly using 

samples taken every 10 s over the assigned steady state period that varied from 850 to 3330 s across all experiments. However, 

there was a clear periodicity in the incoming longwave radiation (e.g., ~ 900 s in Fig. 5e, Fig. 6e). Given that we selected the 

steady state time periods to be an integer multiple of the period then the 4 W m-2 uncertainty estimate quoted above would be 

an overestimate of the real uncertainty in the steady state average. However, to achieve the ultimate aims of the experiment 445 

we require knowledge of the incoming and outgoing longwave radiation at the water surface which requires empirical 

calibration of a simple radiative transfer model to account for the longwave radiative transfer through the two films as well as 

any influence from moist air within the tunnel. Hence the overall precision in our calculation of the incoming and outgoing 

longwave radiation at the water surface will largely depend on the radiative transfer model. The development and evaluation 

of that radiative transfer model is described in a forthcoming companion article. 450 
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Appendix A – The psychrometer constant () as a function of air temperature and relative humidity 530 

 

Figure A1: The psychrometer constant () as a function of air temperature and relative humidity (r). The shaded area 
denotes the bounds between dry (r = 0.0) and saturated (r = 1.0) air. The dots depict the nine temperature-humidity 
combinations used in the experiment (Fig. 4). Total air pressure is set to 1 bar with data for specific heat and latent heat of 
vaporisation from the International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam (IAPWS) database (Wagner and 535 
Pruß, 2002). 
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